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Johnson announces 24 Weathermen are arrested

end of NACinjunction

By John Jurewicz
and Bruce Schwartz

Cambridge city police have
allowing the faculty on the pre24 people, the entire
arrested
vious year's CEP to determine
of the Boston
membership
the content of the next commitcollective, and
SDS
Weatherman
tee, it would be more expediconspiracy to'
with
them
charged
tious to have the new CEP deterIn addition,
murder.
commit
mine student participation when
with atcharged
were
three
it is chosen in May.
murder.
tempted
Professor Curt Powell of
By Joe Kashi
The arrests stem from an al, Engineering asked leged
Mechanical
President Howard Johnson
shooting attack on Camannounced the vacating of the the meetingito consider a sus- bridge police headquarters the
temporary injunction against the pension of the rules forbidding night of Nov. 8. Police said two
November Action Coalition at students to speak at faculty bullets were fired through first
the faculty meeting in Kresge meetings without prior invita- story windows. No one was hit.
tion. He proposed htat the facWednesday afternoon.
Claiming they were acting on
MIT's final report to the Mid- ulty vote at the Wednesday a tip from a juvenile runaway,
dlesex County Superior Court meeting to suspend the rule for the police raided three apartwill probably await the report of the next meeting so that stu- ments in 'Cambridge Monday
the two special investigative dents would know in advance night, netting 23 Weathermen
panels recently announced by that they could come to the and a number of rifles, plus
faculty meeting and speak about ammunition. A 24th, Eric Mann,
Johnson.
Introduction of a motion to matters of general concern with- turned himself in at police headexpand the nember of students out seeking permission before quarters noon Wednesday and
oQn the Committee for Educa- the meeting. However, objec- was arrested on a warrant sworn
tional Policy (CEP) 'generated
{Please turn to page 2)
out the day before.
some controversy when the
faculty members asked for clarification on the number of
students to bp seated, their privileges, and the process by which
they would be selected.
Professor William Martin, of
tiO
aI. e
Mathematics, Chairman of the
Results of War-Related Research Ques
I
Faculty, explained that the CEP
The qutstioxinaire was not well phrased, and thhe fact sheet was
planned to follow internal guideinadequate. We received 383 replies, of which (iliegi ble] were received
lines in the selection process.

Faculty considers more
student representation
for CEP positions

All but Mann were arraigned
Tuesday afternoon before Judge
M. Edward Viola at the Middlesex County 3rd Distirct Court in
Cambridge. Viola presided over
the trial arising from the University Hall takeover at Harvard last
spring. In that action, Harvard
had attempted to have charges
against the occupiers dropped,
but Viola refused.
Arraignment was rapid. The
Weathermen were arraigned in
three groups of about eight each;
the women separate from the
men. As they were led into the
dock from the jail downstairs,
the Weathermen flashed the
clenched fist to friends in the
spectators' gallery who silently
returned the salute.
The Weathermen pleaded not
guilty on all counts. In addition
to the conspiracy charges, James
Reaves and James Kilpatrick
were charged with assault with
intent to commit murder (the

actual sniping). Reaves was furthur charged with possesion of
an unregistered firearm. The police also leveled a rarely used
charge of "promotion c. anarchy" against the pair. Bail for
the others was set at $500. Two
of the women were additionally
charged with assault and battery
in connection with an attack on
Harvard's Center for International Affairs earlier this fall. Jill
Wattenberg (also charged with
not having a firearms permit)
and Susan Hagedorn were ordered to stand trial on Nov. 26
along with Eric Mann, Henry
Olsen, and Phil Nies. The conspiracy case will go on trial Nov.
28.
At the courthouse Tuesday
several friends of the Weathermen, members of NAC and
RLSDS, attempted to give some
food to the Weathermen, but
were not permitted to do so. A
Weatherman claimed, after being
released on bail, that the group
had not been fed since its arrest
nor given water till just before
the arraignment.
Sergeant James Roscoe
claimed that the police's juvenile
reformer had witnessed both the
shooting incident and the alleged
conspiracy, and "was frightened
by the thirst for blood, the talk
of 'pigs' and overthrowing the
government."
For their part the Weathiermen issued a leaflet Wednesday
denouncing the charges as a
frame-up. They also called upon
the whites to join black revolutionaries and "fight back"
against the government and its
"pigs". As for the police informer, Weatherman claimed that
(Continued on page 6)

GA debates war research

Dispensing rapidly with most
other business, the General
Assembly Tuesday night concentrated its efforts on the warrelated research issue.
The delegates passed two
of
Summary
urton.
Bu
and
Baker
from
were
replies
after November 3. Most
The students would be chosen
calling for 1) MIT remotions
responses:
by he Undergraduate Assembly
"weapons system or
any
of
fusal
after being. interviewed by the
sub-system intended for operaoppose
Unsure
Do
not
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Project(s)
Martin
Nominations Committee.
tional deployment" and 2) the
also said that there would be
3.4%
72.4%
establishment of an under24.2%
MIRV
consultation with the Head of
0.9%
graduate task force, funded by
48.8%
50.3%
MTI
the Faculty and the students
the General Assembly, to inves1.0%
26.3%
72.7%
ABM
already on the CEP before final
7.8%
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54.1%
tigate the problems of conCAM
selections were made.
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version.
project,
CIS
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On another motion, the
tion on the CEP would be deterCommunism
tabled for two e weeks
Assembly
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1.2%
46.0%
that The Tech be
demand
Helicopter
a
52.8%
Council, following a procedure
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rights to the
relinquish
to
52.0%
forced
46.1%
all war
similar to that of selecting unresearch
exclusive service of the National
dergraduates.
0.4%
69.7%
system
29.9%
Educational Advertising Service.
weapons
The number of students on
development
The measure specified Thursday
the CEP and their privileges
as the beneficiary of such
the
by
would be determined
Assembly action, omitting menQuestion 9 was so confusing that most people didn't answerit.
CEP on a yearly review basis.
tion of other publications.
The stipulation of open-ended
Much of the war research
body's
student
uate
the
undergradu
of
10%
about
represent
aroused
results
These
student representation
centered on the Pounds
debate
were
CIS
at
two
(the
projects
seven
at
directed
questions
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Professor
until
response
feelings
some
Panel report. UAP Mike Albert
lumped together), at war research, and at weapons systemm devleopment.
Walter Rosenblith, Associate
'69, IFC head George Katsiaficas
-Bob Michaudand Wells Eddlemanfor the Baker GA Dielegation, 11/13/69
Provost and Chairman of the
'70, and SACC leader Jon Kabat
CEP, suggested that instead of I
G, all denounced the paper as a
I
Elaborating,
"smokescreen."
i~ ,{)Katsiaficas accused the panel of
a "superficial analysis; they
studied the relationship of MIT
with the government while ignoring interactions with soas~well.
During this week once again qualifications of "filthy hippy (2 qualifications aas well.cit.
The sixth c'andidatetheneeds
the Alpha Chi Chapter of Alpha years)" and a "level of inhibiKabat added that the "elliplt
onoislitintroductio
tle
=
find
to
potential
reflex
attempting
tory
is
Phi Omega
tical language" used in the res
ssthetoc
seurs of ugline
the ugliest man on the MIT 7.04 x 10-34."
IT should knowi, port proved that the panel was
From Conner One comes for as all MII." Once again Al unsure of what it was doing. The
campus. APO wants all members
of the MIT community to parti- Matthew Ezra A. Liefif, running "Tuna is backto gain the title Of members agreed with many of
cipate in this effort by voting at on the meal ticket. He claims to Tuna will try 1
SACC arguments, he inr having tthebeen
the UMOC booth in Building be putting himself through MIT UMOC afte
of the honors by a sisted, but avoided publishing
Ten. One cent equals one vote as a mirror testor. If they can "screwed out (,,
these views for fear of politiand they ask everyone to vote as stand him, they can stand any- coed last year.
Now that yrou know who the cizing their statement.
often as possible "in the grand thing. It is rumored that his dog
As for the decision avowing
tradition of Boston politics." has been asked on innumerable candidates arne, you can help
them by stoppping many times to refusal of weapons contracts,
Proceeds of the contest will be occasions to "curb this beast."
UMOC booth be- most of the discussion was on
used by CARE for their work
Jdst imagine a 10,000 pound vote at the 1
In how the measure should be
against hunger and illiteracy. In Snowflake, for that is Conner tween 9 and 5 this week.
worded. How to clarify such
Committee
its hunt so far, APO has nar- Two's entry in this year's ,UMOC addition the 1UMOC
terms as "weapons system" and
rowed the field to six of MIT's contest. In case the reader needs invites you tc meet the candi
"operational" concerned many
more assurance of his ugliness, dates and ernjoy rijoy
UMOC of those present.
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the
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RLSDS RFFlECTS ON
NOVEMBER ACTIONS
Low key discussion and selfcriticism characterized an
RLSDS meeting Tuesday night.
The focus was the November
Action and its repercussions on
the future of the Movement.
Many non-members were also
present at the McCormick Hall
gathering billed as an introductory meeting.
Discussion opened with Jon
Kabat of SACC asking for a
reclarification of and discussion
about the RL plank of "Support
the NLF."
The self-criticism by RLSDS
members of their actions and the
actions of fellow members of
the November Action Coalition
centered around "getting hung
up on tactics." The opinion was
expressed that serious political
discussion of MIT issues didn't
get started untill too late, with
the main body of thought concerned with what specific deeds
would be done.
Additionally, the Coalition
criticized for forming
L was
around a date and specific issue(s), rather than dealing with
the overall ideas of the Movement. As such, the NAC took on
a transient stance, and not one
of a permanently existing Boston-based, fluid, anti-war movement. The Nov. 4 actions were
thought to be successful in that
even if only briefly, the CIS, the
I-Labs, and the Administration
offices were shut down. In the
future NAC hopes to go to other
targets in the Boston area, and
possibly even back to MIT.
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Faculty to consider new

student speaking rights
(Continuedfrom page 1)
tions were raised by several who
said that the motion did not
conform to parliamentary procedure. A standing vote to table
the motion faile d , but the topic
will be added to the agenda of
the next faculty meeting.
Several faculty members
asked why the special meeting
on Dec. 10 could not be used as
an open forum to discuss the
issues before the Institute, bit
Provost Jerome Weisner rose and
stated that he believed that the
issues facing the Institute were
broader than those of the
Pounds Panel report. Thus, a
separate meeting should be held
in which these issues could be
discussed without being confused with the Pounds Panel
report. Professor Anthony
French of Physics asked for
steps toward open Institute
meetings instead of faculty
meetings, while Prodessor Boris
--------

'

s

Magasanik, Head of the Biology
Department, suggested that the
rules be permanently amnmended
to allow students to speak at all
faculty meetings. It was furthur
suggested that those speaking
privileges conform to rules set
.up by the President and the
Cqairman of the faculty.
Professor David Botstein of
Biology sought faculty support
for a petition asking the Justice
Department to allow a prominent Belgian Communist to
enter the U.S. to take part in the
SACC conversion conference
planned for early December. Dr.
Ernest Mendel, Editor-in-chief of
La Gauche was scheduled to
appear at the conference, but
Justice Department officials refused to allow him to get an
entry visa, ostensibly because he
did not conform to restrictions
placed upon him during his last
vrisit to the U.S.
7-
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"I know the way home
with my eyes closed/"'
* Real and theatrical participants in the drama of J. Robert
Oppenheimer will discuss the issue of his career at 2:30 pm, today, in
the Sala de Puerto Rico of the Student Center. Students and faculty
will have the chance to meet with members of the cast of "In the
Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer," now playing at the Colonial
Theater in Boston. Professor Zacharias and several other members of
the Department of Physics who were associates with Oppenheimer in
the development of the atomic bomb will attend the meeting.
* The nominations committee of the Graduate Council will meet on
Monday, December 1 at 5:00 pm in the Muddy Charles Pub, 120
Walker Memorial, to interview students interested in sewrving on the
following committees: 1) Harvard Cooperative Society, stockholder (1)
and Directors (2); 2) Committee on Student Environment; and 3)
Committee on Educational Policy.
* Tangent, the MIT literary magazine, urgently requests submissions
from all those whose nueroses lead them to see their work in print.
Special attention will be given to all submissions with pornographic
intent or purview. Send to Tangent, Room W20-467.
* The Institute will close at noon on Wednesday, December 24, and
all day on Friday, December 26. It will be open, as usual, all day
December 31 and January 2.
* Judy Collins will perform at a concert Thursday, December 11, at
Brandeis University. The concert is sponsored by the Brandeis
University Charity Week Committee. For ticket information call
894-6000 X564.
* Anyone iterested in becoming a freshman basketball manager,
please contact Brad Warner at C17-7775.
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Then you know the way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on your way home
for Thanksgiving, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDozS. It'll help you drive home
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No car should be without it.
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To a Gypsy Moth. . jumping isn'tonly a
way to live... but a helluva way to die, too!
I

I

Choose a- look.
Norelcowil help
you keep it
E

Metro-Goldwyn. Mayer presents
The John Frankenheimer.Edward Lewis Production staring

Burt Laneaster
Deborah Kerr

Choose any look. Make it yours. Then Norelco will help you keep it.
Because no matter which look you choose, your beard still grows.'
It still needs to be trimmed and shaved. Norelco handles that.
Its pop-up trimmer will keep your whiskers and sideburns
shaped the way you want them. The 3 floating heads will Fj::
shave the parts of your face you want shaved. And inside ,i
.
.. :; .
the floating heads are 18 self-sharpening blades that :
-:
shave as close or closer than a blade every day.--Without nicks or cuts. The Norelco unique rotary-action
keeps the blades sharp while it strokes off whiskers.
Every time you shave.
i
Then when you're finished, you just snap off
the heads for easy cleaning.
The Norelco Rechargeable Tripieheader 45CT will
'
.;L'.
help you keep your look anywhere. For up to three
weeks.-Because it gives you almost twice as many shaves
per charge as any other rechargeable.
cos
v
The Norelco Tripleheader comes in a cord model as
Eve Pernon a beard likeyoulrs.
well as the Rechargeable. Both give the same close shaves.
Look them over. The choice is yours.
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Gene Hacukman ScottWilson Williamn
e~.s
Screenplay By William Hanley Based on a Story By James Drought
Executive Producer Edward Lewis Produced By Hal Landers and
m
Bobby Roberts Directed by John Frankenheimer · Metrocolor

ATHEATRE NEAR YOU!
SEE ITSOON'A AT
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'Oppenheimer' interviewed
(Ed. note: Due to the symposium
being held today on the issues raised
by the play "In the Matter of J.
Robert Oppenheimer": we sent a
reporter to Snterview some members
of-the cast. He talked with Paul
Sparer, who plays J. Robert Oppenheimer, "Father of the Atomic
Bomb '"and Robert Phalen, who
plays H. Thomas Spaulding one of
the prosecuting attorneys.)

for the University man
OUR SCOTTISH TWEED SPORTJACKETS
in exclusive designs and colorings

This statement by Mr. Sparer
shows why the play is a suitable
topic for a symposium at MIT. It
raises many issues about the
relation between science and society.
One of the issues Sparer
thought the play raised was "the
By Greg Arenson
advisability of producing some"This play, in our view, is not thing like the MIRV or the
a play about a specific hearing, hydrogen bomb in the context
but' it is a play about issues of the emotional state of the
which are desperately important world and of our limited intellito the world today, and which gence."
will continue to be important to
Dr. Teller in the play gives
us for a thousand years, maybe, the opposing viewpoint that
as long as people are incapable "discoveries in themselves are
of handling what science can neither good nor evil, neither
produce."
moral nor immoral, but merely

Herringboncs and various interesting stripings on herringbone grounds are featured
this season in our popular University wool
tweedl sport jackets. Colorings include

amber, beige, blue and greys in both our
traditional 3-button jacket, and our new,
2-hutton , more-fitted model.

Seottisiz Tweed Sport Jackets, $ 7 5 and $ 80
Dmnextic Wool Twzueeds
in Clecks and Plaidsr, $65
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%68BT
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factual.- They may be used or
misused. By painful experience,
man has always in the end
learned best how to use them."
Another issue was how best
to ensure the quality of life. here.
Sparer quoted from a speech by
security officer Lansdale which
he called "one of the most profound remarks in the whole
play." Lansdale said that in order to ensure a maximum
amount of security, "we mustsee to it that we have the best
ideas and the best way of life."
Sparer extended this remark.
"It sounds so simple. Rather
than have a stringent security
system and have somebody bugging everybody's bed and what
not, you simply have to have a
way of life that is so profoundly
good that people will follow it."
Sparer contrasted this to the
"channelized thinking of another security officer in the
play, Major Radzi. "In the area
in which he operates, he probably has a great deal of expertise. But that is a tiny channel,
compared to what the other
characters, like Oppenheimer
and Lansdale, think...This is the
kind of thing that happens in a
world which depends on specialization and expertise."
Dr. Evans, one of the judges
in the play, repeatedly asks,
"What kind of people are physicists?" Sparer replied that "the
openness of their approac to
things is the essence of their
science." The implication was
that they have fewer preconceptions.
He amplified upon this
theme. "I begin to see why some
people would think of these
scientists as being 'arrogant'.
When you begin to ask them a
(Please turn to page 11)
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Tech Travel Presents

West Coast Christmas Flights
Los Angeles -- San Diego - San Francisco - Seattle - Portland

Excursion Fare

$237 plus tax

Special Groups (Limited Destinations)

$ 232 plus tax
Complete Round Trip Fares
Limited Space

SIGN UP TODAY at the Tech Travel booth
in Building 10... Open 8:30 am - 9:30 am; 11:00 am -1:30 pm
Monday thru Friday
OR

,

Call or visit Heritage Travel, Inc., 238 Main St., Cambridge
Ask for Miss Houle - 491-0050 or Ext. 7964
Reservations and tickets to all destinations available.

L

Special "Protected" Excursion Space to Chicago, Dallas, and Denver
Il
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survival~~~
,

Despite all the verbiage and plaver on this and teach how to calculate the cost- oi the-concrete in
other campuses about relevance and reform, even Inner Belt, but rather the human cost of relocasome of the most activist members of the academ- tion, the cost of more auto exhaust pollution, and
ic community have overlooked two of the most so forth. DoS will examine our present, institubasic themes which unite the various issues which tions, which have been unable to cope with
we face: human survival and the responsibility of technology and human nature, and attempt to find
individuals and institutions to ensure that survival. new solutions for the new problems of advanced,
Human survival requires that we not destroy urbanized culture. Advanced systems analysis by
ourselves in a nuclear holocaust, or leave ourselves the DoS can determine whether a new building,
in poverty paying for the hardware to make it even if can be rented profitably, will cause-undue
possible. It means controlling the spirallingpop- strains on transportation systems and consequentulation so that famine will 'not take those that the ly on the purity of the atmosphere. Birth conbomb misses. This means preventingthe ecological trol-and the political, religious, and mechanical
disaster which our present technology appears to problems associated with its wider use will be a
be preparing. It means finding new sources of prime topic of study. Solid waste disposal, the
energy and materials so that our society does not taming of the international nuclear jungle, the
grind to a halt when our current set of natural discovery of new natural resources-all will be
resources is depleted. Finally, it means learning to taught. ·
live with ourselves so that we can worry about the
To, provide the community With some serious,
relationship of our race to its environment instead fulltirn.e thinking on what the role of -the Institute
of one another.
as an institution should be within the context of
- What should we do about these problems, as society, we would like t o propose the establishindividuals and members of institutions? Tradit- ment of an Office' of Institutional Responsibility
ionally, moral responsibility has been defined'and
When the overall direction of the Institute's developed between -individuals. More recently, the research effort has been questioned in recent
powers of technology have made it more and more months, the reactions of many in positions of
possible foi some individuals and institutions to responsiility is to hide behind chiches of "acadegain and. maintain power over other individuals mic freedo-m" rather than give a clear definition of
and institutions. Where pluralism has made central- what it is that the Institute is trying to do. The
ized dominance harder to achieve (as in this reason that the Institute has not done so is simply
country), one finds a situation of extraordinary that it can't; it has not con'sidered the issue of its
interdependence among institutions and individ- own responsibility and arrived at a state of
uals. Specific actions can have long-term con- coherent self-awareness of what its responsibility
sequences which can be only dimly perceived at is.
the time the action is taken.
Responsible authorities of the Institute must
Faced with this, how does one determine the lead, not merely preside- over consensus. We
moral responsibility of institutions and the in- belieye that OIR can provide leadership by helping
dividuals who compose them? If an individual is members of the community identify new areas for
part of an institution which undertakes an act work and determine· and consider the consequenwhich he considers immoral, what are his respon- ces of project s in progress. It can also co-ordinatesibilities? Nuremburg made only an unsatisfying fundraising in areas where support is hard to find
stab at handling which is certainly more clearcut and (hopefully) provide some careful thinking in
than most we now face. Suppose an individual is prickly areas where policy is now made in ade
forced to carry out a policy he considers immoral -facto way such .as determining the limits of
for an institution he considers to be basically "acadermic freedom" (MIT does not permit CBW
moral and which will be severly weakened if he work, for instance) and deciding what sort of
rebels? Do institutions have moral obligations? If political acts (taking MIRV, supporting October
So, how shall they be- decided? This problem 15, etc.) are appropriate for the Institute and its
becomes especially tricky for the non-authorit-' subgroups.
arian university which is founded on a tradition of
This office need not 'have major powers to
tolerance.
restrict what has-traditionally been called acadeTo deal with theseawesomequestions, which are mic freedom. We believe, perhaps naively, that
the bedrock of the current unrest, we would lie those who do not choose their research as responto propose that the MIT Commission consider two sily as they might do so out of habit, ignorance,
innovations: a Department of Survival and an or convenience, rather than malevolence. We be-Office of Institutional Responsibility.
lieve that researchers will welcome some fresh
For those who seek a major which will equip thinking about the responsibility of this institution
them to deal with the emergencies the race will and the individuals who comnpose it. '..
Innovations such as the DoS and OIR will go a
face in the last third of the century, the department will teach the parts of traditional disciplines long way toward giving the Institute the unity,
which have been ignored and. several-altogether sense of purpose, and pride it had during WW II
new approaches to problem-solving. DoS will not and now seems to be seeking.

Tuna for
We heartily endorse the campaign of Al Tuna
for UMOC. He is truly the best exponent of the
new ugliness, the one who will bring relevance to
the Ugly Movement.
The other candidates offer only the traditional
cliches of apple pie, motherhood, and ugliness, or
else militant ugliness which may bring repression
from the forces of beauty.
We have followed Tuna from his primary
victory in New Hampshire against the man who
was then felt to be 'the ugliest person around. He
has supported the October Moratorium on Handsorneness and the March on Handsomeness this

MOC

month. Throughout, he has shown that he is no
mere opportunistic exploiter of the Ugly Movement,-but is indeed one of theguiding lights of the
New Ugliness.
If we want Tuna for UMOC, however, we will
have to build the ugliness movement and undertake a massive campaign against the handsome
establishment. Apathy willnot suffice against the
Silent Majority who have not yet seen the virtues
of ugliness, or who 'will not take the time to
address the substantive issues of the Ugly Movement!
All we are saying is give ugliness a chance.
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Second-class postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. The Tech is published
every Tuesday and Friday during the College year, except during college
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864-6900, extension 2731, or 876-5855. United States Mail subscription
rates: $4.50 for one year, $8.00 for two years.

Carson Agnew

Behind the scenes
The Aero Department held a was an engineering feat-eve'n if
meeting on " the limits of-aca- the first fission was done by
demic freedom" one morning scientists. Research in enginee r this week. There was no impas- ing is not like research in pure
sioned defense of the I-Labs, sciences.- It is more likely to be
which the topic led one to ex- goal oriented, rather than open
pect. Rather, this reporter came ended, especially in a large lab.
away wondering if a few more
In an engineering school this
discussions could not really un- represents some problems. As
cover the- roots of the basic Prof. Walter Rosenblith has said,
dilemmaof academic freedom as '"the largest engineering systems
practised at an engineering of this world are outside MIT."
school.
To teach engineering, the in"Academic freedom" is a structors must practise their proscholar's right to work in areas- fession, keeping up on the newand on projects of his own est developments. And to learn
choosing, and his duty to pub- engineering the tutee should
lish his results if possible. At this; practise. too, for at least half of
meeting Prof: Leon Trilling gave true engineering is knowing the
a view of the limits. Academic difference between -linear theory
freedom ends when a man's and non-linear reality.
work impinges on the lives of
How better to learn than to
other human beings. Many at the practise by designing real enmeeting praised this restatement gineering. systems and compoof the hippy motto "do your nents under the' direction of
own thing," but no one, at-least your professors? How indeed.
while I was there, took the next, Working· in a large lab beats a
co-op program- for training stustep.
Engineering work, because it dents (or maybe Trilling's analois applied science, will usually gy with medical internships is
impinge more heavily on people appropriate). But to support
than will direct scientific re- such a large teaching laboratory
search. Think. The atomic bomb ... . (Please turn to page 9)

SCBIIIEIEI
by Bruce Schwartz
I

-

be an interrupted journey. The
light turned green and we pulled
out an; began to turn left and
then without warning
I was sitting in right front
seat
Wham! on my right side,
something hits me hard, like
beifg kicked or hit by a tackler,
my head snaps left muscles
wrenched hits the guy next to
me
The sound of crunching metal
against metal, glass shattering
splintering, falling to the
ground/shouts/before the car
stops moving from impact "I'm
okay everyone allright?" Everyone all right we think pull over
to the side And the S.O.B. that hit us
pulls- over behind us. We got out
of the car on the left side since
'the right door was jammed. We
inspected the damage. None to
us, except a little pain in my
neck and shoulders; the car fared
worse. The right side was hopelessly wrinkled. Damage to the
opposing team: some finder
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
scratches and a broken head-I COULD:N'T Fl6R}tE
lamp.
OUT ALL TWfE EM$DEY
While I charged up to the
QU RRERLY. REPDR
.
Psychiatrio' Hospital to call the
1 law my'comrades parlayed with
out new acquaintance. When I
returned he was just leaving.
Leaving, you say? Right, he gave
us the story that .he'd left his
license home and he lived a
(Please turn to page 5)
I.

"There's. never one around
when you need one"
,Coming off the George Wash-:
ington Bridge last Saturday,
straight from a three day engagement 'in the nation's capital
(what -a gas!) we had the misfortune of sustaining a slight wound
to our car in New York City.
It happened like this: Where
the ramp from the bridge meets
the Riverside Drive there is a
traffic light. It is a three way
intersection; when you pull to a
stop for the light Riverside Drive
is directly in front of you, perpendicular to the direction
you're facing. You're. facing
toward a cliff, and atop that cliff
is the New York State Psychiatric Institution atd Hospital.
We were stopped for the
light, waiting to make a left turn
to head northbound, up the
Henry Hudson and Saw Mill
River Parkways and so thence
back to Boston.· But this was to
--
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No inswers
To the Editor:
I amnot'writing to offer any
answers to'the problems with
which MIT is. now grappling.
Years of professional experience
have led me to beieve that there
are relatively
few problems
which tend themselves to easy
solution, or even to easy definition.
As a new graduate'taking my
first job, I was-elated that I
would finally have an opportunity to use my knowledge in a
practical way. To my dismay, I
was overwhelmed by the number
and complexity of'-he problems
with which I was confronted,
and I felt helpless to do anythin

significant to solve those problems. Gradually, I learned to
look for small, distinct areas of a
problem that seemed to be amenable to a solution, and to be
satisfied with working on those

as newspaper accounts of the
more dramatic aspects of the
past week, I am not'even sure
that I know what the real underlying -questions are. The only
firm belief that I do have in
areas.
relation to MIT's current turbuFrom my discussions with lence is that if significant action
others in many different fields, I of any kind is taken in response
feel that my first work experi- to the pressure of students, who
ence was fairly typical of what cannot possibly have a thorough
happens when an idealistic but understanding of every facet of
inexperienced young person en, the complex problems at issue,
counters complex and real prob- that that action may prove to
lems, even in a field in which he have grave repercussions on MIT
has had special training.
as an institution and on. the
After much thought about country as a whole. -the recent events at MIT, after
I regret that I must withhold
.reading stacks of student liter- my name for personal reasons.

ature of all persuasions, as well

SCHIZEYED
by Bruce Schwartz
(Continued from page 4)
couple of blocks away. Could we
see any identification? Sorry, he
didn't have any.
Why waste time in. details?
Yes, it was a stolen car and yes,
the address he-gave us was as
phony as he was. But that's not
wlhat tkis story is about. This
story is about cops and drivers,
NYC variety.
We were hit at about 4:30
pa. After -we had called the
police-the first time-we waited
about 20 minutes. Nopolice. We
called again. Still nothing.
In the meantime, we were
sitting unprotected inthis inter-.
section while the New York nuts
zoomed past tryint to imitate A.
J. Foyt or Parnelli Jones-no,
Craig Breedlove. One of our
number attempted with moderate success to direct this mobile
freak show away from the curblane in which the disabled vehicles, ours and 'Robin Hood's,
sat. While New York's finest
maniacs failed to pick him off,
they did manage to roll up no
less than 37 traffic violations by
my count before the police
showed up, and I missed a lot.
Speeding, cutting off other
cars-these were routine. Why
we had been hit by a red light
runner soon became obvious as
we observed over a dozen drivers
run the same light: they'd took
to their left to see if anything
was moving and then zap on
through!
However, the most amazing
stunt I witnessed was performed
by a white haired. lady who
pulled in behind the stolen car,
and offered us help. When we
told her, thanks, don't need any,
she pulled out into the intersection, ran the red light, almost
sideswiped our car as she looked
it over for damage (bloodstains?)
and took off up the road, weaving at fifty. Remember next
time you drive that intell/gence
is not one of the requirements
for a driver's license.
At about 5 a friendly beard
strolled up and greeted us. The
mystery of the nonpresence of
the fuzz was soon cleared up as
soon as he explained that the
shifts change at four, and "it's
impossible to get a cop in this
town for an hour before or an
hour after the shift."
What, I' wondered, would
have happened had one of its
been injured? Maybe that was
where I made my mistake, not
reporting anyone injured. But
anyway, 5:30 rolled around, and
along came a police car. And
then another. And another. A
few moments of discussion and

then, "Oh, sorry, but we're from
the 30th precinct. This is the
34th, You'll have to wait for
them."
Twenty minutes later the
34th gets a car thru to us.
Finally. I was beginning to think
that when something came it
would be a St. Bernard with a
cask of brandy. Sure enough,
another car-and another followed in quick succession.
One car remained with us, we
gave them the story, they
checked the ownership of the
car-yeah, stolen-and called a
wrecker when they couldn't get
the hot car started. The tow
truck wasn't sufficient; the front
wheels were locked. So calling
for a heavier truck they bid us
adieu and left us by the side of

the road w~oth the hot car locked.
"Let's get going."
"Wait a minute. Those stupid
cops didn't even leave any flares
but."
And it was so. They had left
the darkened hot car parked ~y
the side of the road in the
intersection, where, in the
deepjening gloom, some crazy
red light running, speeding New
York driver was bound to hit it.
You just knew it would happen.
ISo we left two flares there
and then beat it north, glad to
be fleeing New York, anxious to
get back to the infinitely safer'
and saner-roads of the Hub of
the Universe.
it
The Superior Courthouse of
the Third District, County of
Middlesex, tries to look imposing' probably once did, but is
now too old to bring it off. They
are building a nice shiny multistory highrise to house the new
courthouse, but in the meantime
the tiles in court are worn from
the scuff of years of feet, felons,
lawyrs, -jurors, judges., feet; the
railings on the docks ire a little
cracked; the, paint is peeling'
from the plaster and the plaster
from the walls. The lighting is
bad, the acoustics worse, and the
seats as is traditional, uncomfortable.
In such an environment is
justice dispensed.
In the courtroom where
Judge M. Edward Viola presides
over this dispensation, one
enters (if one enters of one's
own vol/tion) at the left rear -of,
the court. If you stand in the
back, in the middle, you will see
,thefollowing:
Directly in front of you, from
the door through which you
entered (over which hangs an oil
in dark colors.of some stern
justice of years bygone) on your

left to the exterior wall on your
right; are ,about eight rows of
pews. These are for spectator s .
In front of the pews one
crosses the bar. In front of that
are two long desks parallel to the
bar; these are for press. Then
two more desks for the attornies. Finally one may (if given
leave by Judge Viola) approach
the bench. To the right of the
bench (the Judge's left) is the
witness stand. On your right,
against the wall, behind a bar, is
the prisoners' dock. They face
each other across the arena
where attornies battle and bargain over year's of men's lives.
At the front right corner of the
courtroom, within the dock, a
stairway leads down into the jail
below, into the cages where
some men have found need to
(Please turn to page 7}

Political activity
To the Editor:
Prof. Weisenbaum in his letter
to The Tech of Oct. 17 refers to
my reminder to the faculty that
federal and local statutes governin, tax exempt organizatlons
prescribe political activity by
such organizations. Since my
raising of a point of law is
equated with "moral bankruptcy" I am obliged to reply to
Prof. Weisenbaum.
He says that "the speaking up
of the institute (on a political
issue) is a most urgent and patriotic duty". Presumably
he
means that we should, as an
Institute, forego our tax exempt
status. This would be a most
courageous act indeed and
would change the nature of the
institute beyond recognition.
However, we would then be free
as an institution to comment on
all issues and engage in such
political activity as we see fit. I
assume we are not being instructed to ignore the. law when some
members
of the faculty feel
strongly about an issue. If we are
to set ourselves about the law,
even for the most lofty of purposes, we join the com'pany of
such organizations as the Klu
Klux Klan who ignore the law
for. what they see as most serious
and important moral issues.
Unfortunately, it is impossible
to separate political action by
the university from moral considerations. While all moral issues
are not necessarily political, all
political issues are also moral
ones. The action of our faculty
in taking a poli*'zal stand, even
for the most compelling of
moral reasons, is one step and a
very large ofit toward the politicalization of the university.
Professor Weisenbaurn incorrectly cites the example of the
German universities. He states

They knew how
11

Several hundred students
milled around, set fire to large
piles of rubbish blocking the
street, threw bottles and other
objects, and shouted slogans of
protest. After 45 minutes of
disruption, the police arrived
and dispersed the rioters, taking
many down to the lockup to be
arrested.
If the above scenario sounds
like the activities of present day
militants, you're wrong. It's the
Bread and Freedom riot of
1957. Over 30 people ran into
the forces of law and order
during a protest over poor food
service and rent increases
Twenty-one students were
found guilty by the Third Dis.trict Court of Cambridge of inciting a riot. They received fines
that totaled over $3500. Nine
others who were arrested were
found not guilty. The verdict
was appealed by most involved
and the Superior Court eventually reversed the judgement
The disturbance was to have
been a commons boycott but
grew out of control when the
rent was raised. Saturday evening, March 2nd, a small crowd
began by picketing Dean Fasset's
house. The crowd grew and traffic 'was completely stopped
when a stream of gasoline was
ignited on the road.
When the police arrived, they
were greeted with shouts of
"Let's go to jail." The students
threw snowballs and ice at the
cdps and shouted at them from
the dormitories. But the police
had the last laugh as they rounded'up the rioters and hecklers
for a night injail.

that "in their time' of crisis
(they) kept their silence in order
to preserve their prerogatives."
This may be a comforting view
of the National Socialist Era; it
is to say the least naive. Far
from being apolitical islands, the
German universities were in fact
completely political and completely Nazi. This is well documented in a study covering the
year 1936 (The German Universities and National Socialism) by
Edward Hartshorn who concluded that "the institutions of
higher learning
have been
brought thoroughly into line
with the sentiments and ambitions of the. national government." Jews were removed from
faculties for poitical reasons.
Curricula were changed to teach,
for example, German physics
rather than Jewish physics for
political reasons. Most horrifying
of all, the intellectual foundations for the racial extermination came from the universities
as documented by Max Weinreich in "Hitlers Professors."
The history of the German
univeristies in the 1930's does
indeed contain a lesson. They
represent an extreme example of
politicized universities. Perhaps
when we go down this road we
will' be fortunate and merely
achieve the fun, games and and
total demoralization of Latin
American universities where
everyone is political and univer'sity policy is dictated at the
whinl of the political forces in
power.
When
universities become
political they shortly become
the servants of political forces
from outside the campus. The
reason is obvious. As~agents of
political power,, the universities
(/'lease turn to page 10)
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.EA, W£1EATEN
ARRESTED INIRAIS.
(Continuedfrom page 1)
he was a "15 year old guy who
was on parole-from reform
school, and was hanging around
-

''.

,,, ,

i

i

,

with us a lot because he hated
pigs and wanted to rip this country apart. The pigs tf/rettened
him with a long sentence,
smashed him in the face, and
forced him to agree with the
sfory they made up."
The 23 arraigned Tuesday
were all free on bail by Tuesday
night.
Eric Mann's surrender was

,

Arraignment was held before
marked by a scuffle and the sent in to disperse them; they I
Viola on charges of asJudge
offithe
shoving
by
responded
Acre-arrest -of five Weathermen.
an officer and disturbing
at
saulting
rested
then
were
and
cers
Domdetective
police
cording to
the peace. Mann was also arinic Scalese the group arrived at about 1:45 pm.
The Weathermen claim the raigned on the conspiracy, anarheadquarters and began pushing
charge: Bail was
people on the sidewalks, "singing scuffle began when some officers chy and-assault
obscene songs, and ranting and began making offensive remarks, set at $500 for Mark S. Gedal,
raving." They were ordered by and that when a policeman $4000 for Eric Mann, and $1000
Chief Joseph Cusak to "get up .shoved a Weatherman, the on. the rest. As of this writing,
against the wall." When they Weatherman pushed back, and a they were still in jail and unavailable for comment.
didn't uniformed officers were melee ensued.

_

I

I

We're a petroleum and energy company.
But we believe that making our world a
better place to live in makes good sense
as well as good business. And this kind
of thinking demands individuals with

ideas and energy. People who can see
the potentials-usual and unusual- which our products have for improving
the world. People like you. Bring-your
ideals, and your motivation, where they'll

I/

ARCO Chemical Division
Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation
Atlantic Richfield Hanford Company

Our interviewer will be here soon. Talk to him.

the new AtlanicRichfieldCompany
I

_

make good things happen. See our
interviewers on campus. Or send a
resume to: Manager Professional
Recruitment, 717 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022

ARCO

__

+'

___

An

Equal Opportunity Employer
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The grinding wheels of Justice

I

(Continued from page .5
cage others.
This room, like most couts,
sees few dramatic trials. Thus it
was that when I went to court,
on Tuesday the bailiff was rapidly intoning " . . . sentencedtoon e yearinthehouseofCorrectionDoyouwaiveyourrightofappeal?"
A marijuana case. One year. but
may he'll do better on the
appeal.
The bailiff: this must be seen
,,,

to be believed. You see, courts
these days have such a backlog,
and the judicial process has
become so time-consuming, so
loaded with technicalities (mainly so overburdened with automobile and property suits; they
hadn't gotten the miniature cars
off the blackboard when I walked into the court) that, in order
to speed up due process, they
have decided the bailiffs and
clerks and other supernumeraries

must say whatever they must say
as rapidly as possible. Thus the
bailiff sounded like an auctioneer. In fact, during the
arraignment of the WCeathermen
(approximately 45 seconds per
Weatherman required) I had to
repress an overwhelming urge to
jump up and shout "I'll bid
$5 50! " when bail was set at 500.
And you wonder: can justice
really be served in such a pressure cooker as this? Can things

be right in our society when
there are so many cases to be
tried that there is no time to
speak?

IIIP

If you believe the police, the
Weathermen tried to kill someone in the station. If you believe
the Weathermen, they didn't do
it, but they and every -id in
Cambnridge would love to shoot
into that station." Maybe so.
The two Weathermen leaflets
entitled "Weatherman VS the
Pigs" are documents that will
give a good idea of what
Weathermanss politics are. They
are long on slogans but short on
analysis. They also betray a
fondness for violence (A quote
from Eric Mann during the
November Actions: "'I like
violence!") That should arouse
not only AgneWs but any leftist
who still has his humanism intact. Not that revolution may
not involve violence-but these that's promotion of anarchy.
leaflets drip such lust for vengeFinally, the testimony of one
ance and destruction on "the 16 year old will not be enough
pigs" that one wonders if to convince me of guilt. I hope it
Weatherman is really trying to won't convince a jury either. No
build a better world or simply matter how much you disagree
"foff" the old one.
with anyone's politics, further
For example, their final misuse of the law cannot be
appeal in a leaflet in which they tolerated. It's done every day
boast of leading the CFIA raid but it must be resisted, especialis:
ly in political cases, or next they
"Racist teachers are pigs. may be going after liberal ReCops are pigs. Professors who publicans.
help the government are pigs.
Rich people are pigs. Isn't there
This co lumn is proud (perverse.1y) to announce it has made
a pig you'd like to get?"
This sort of irrationality and the big time. Yes, Joseph Alsop
hatemongering is straight out of ever so slightly distorted a
Mein Kampf, and make the quotation from my column of
Weathermen a real danger to Nov. 12, along with getting the
saner, more humane leftists. facts wrong on George KatsiafiBreaking windows and beating cas and Marvin Sirbu. (see WashCF1A workers don't really hurt ington Post, Nov. I19) Thanks,
the system. Also, those "rich Joe, and it's nice to know you're
people's department stores" the reading the rag.Weathermen smashed in Washington also included flower
shops, luncheonettes, and drug
stores-small businesses. This is
building a movement?
In truth, the Weathermen are
PYONGYANG (LNS) - Kim
irresponsible and dangerous. Chil Lok, editor of a South
And not to the pigs; they can Korean underground newspaper,
handle the Weathermen. They was sentenced to death Sept. 23,
are dangerous to the rest of the along with three other members
Movement. They have already of a left-wing political group.
shown that they will not'hesitate
Kim Chil Lok's magazine,
to attack other leftist groups "Blood of Youth," circulated
that don't agree with them, as clandestinely in South Korea.
demonstrated by their attempt- The publication and the rebels'
ed shakedown of the New Mobe political organization, the South
and their ransacking of PL-WSA Korean Revolutionary Unity
headquarters last Saturday in Party, demands the withdrawal
Washington. Not even the Black of US troops from Korea and
Panthers are idiotic enough to the reunification of the nation.
Kim Chil Lok's uncle, Kim
Zong, was executed by hanging
Relax and Divert
in a South Korean military prison last July 10, according to
Prensa Latina, the Cuban news
agency.
590 Commonwealth Ave.
The death penalty was meted
out
by the Supreme Court of the
(Opposite B. U. Towers]
military regime which controls
South Korea. Testimony was
provided by agents of the CIA,
who testified that Kim Chil Lok
"'wanted to overthrow the gofor a
vernment of South Korea in
. Date "
support of North Korea.

I

- -YAVNEH
The International Religious Jewish Student' Association

presents

Is prayer possible?
by

-

~Bezalel

Safran

Sunday, November 23
2:30 pm
Harvard Hillel Hlouse
6 Bryant St.
Cambridge

L

think you can attack the Man
yet; anyway, the blacks have far
more reason to fight back than
-the Weathermen. Blacks are
fighting for themselves. The
Weathermen are fighting (or
think they are) for others. A
Black Panther warned during the
November Actions that Weatherman tactics could only bring the
boot down on everyone. They
are right.
Nevertheless, the charges on
which the Weathermen have
been jailed smell awfully funny.
24 people conspiring to take a
potshot at police HQ? And such
a clumsy potshot? That sounds
too dumb for even a Weatherman.
Thenl there is the "promotion
of anarchy" charge, an obvious
attempt to put the three charged
with it away as long as 'possible.
Are they kidding? If I tell you to
walk naked down the street,

KOREAN EDITORft GETS
SENTENCE OF DEATH

WMEX and RON DELSENER bresent
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PARTHENON RESIAURANT

of

Agnew?

of Vietnam. His characterization
and attack on the liberals' "cut
'n' run" strategy in the recent
speech should leave no doubt
that this difference is fundamrnental.
At the other end of the
squeeze, Middle America is getting more and more fed up.
Agnew's speeches are not
mere sops to this latter group.
Taken together with the attempt
to put reactionaries on the Supreme Court and the Neanderthal behavior of Mitchell, Hoffman, and Co., in the Chicago
Conspiracy case, not to mention
the continued annihilation campaign against the Panthers and
other revolutionary Third World
groups, the Agnew speeches can
only signal a new strategy for
Nixon.

By Michael Meeropol
MADISON, Wisc. (LNS)-It
has been suggested that Vice
President Agnew is'being built
up as a hatchet man, a right wing
demagogue, so that Nixon will
appear mild and liberal and "re/
sponsible."
This two-faced administration
would then be able to appease
both the Right and the Liberals.
Meanwhile, Nixon will continue
to maneuver his way out of
Vietnam very slowly (too slowly
for the liberals but too fast for
the Right).
On the basis of this view, all
the liberals (and probably numerous radicals) have been
laughing at Agnew, clucking
their tongues, and ignoring many
of the things he has said. This
could be a serious mistake.
In particular, one aspect of
the second speech should not
remain in the joke-box along
with "moral eunuchs" and' "effete impudent snobs." That is a
statement that "if we have to
have a polarization it is better to
have it and be done with it." We
didn't believe it when the Panthers told us last summer; can
we recognize fascism when it's
coming now?
The problem with the hypothesis of the "two-faced" administration is that it ignores
Nixon's alienation from the liberals on the Vietnam issue, and
his fear that Middle America, the
middle-aged, white, middle class
backbone of his support, is
swinging over to the Right, easy
pickings for George Wallace. The
liberals are ready to write Vietnam off arnd hope to establish a
different Pacific Rim, utilizing
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Japan,
not .to mention South Korea,
Taiwan, . Australia and New
Zealand. They will accept quick
victories like the Dominican Republic and/or inexpensive ones
like Bolivia.
Nixon, on the other hand,
supports the view that endless
war is a better deal than the loss
,~~~~~~~~~~

- _

Instead of "bring us together" by "lowering our voices"
the strategy is "isolate the left"
and "cow the liberals." An offensive against the left is brewing.
Calculating that the liberals
like only one thing less than not
having power, namely, being
linked with radicals, Nixon
thinks such an attack will club
them back into line on Vietnam
(or at least separate -them fromactive opposition to the war,
returning them to a muzzled
state as in 1966-67 when Martin
Luther King was the late-blooming exception).
At the same time, the chauvinism so obvious in Nixon's
recent speech was calculated. to
keep Middle America -in line
(Please turn to page I1)

.4lTHANTIC GREEK'CUSINI:

_

EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR

UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

1

a

OPEN EVERY DAY
11 a.m. to p.m.
Extremely Moderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-0592

_
_

924 MAass. Ave.
(BETWEEN HARVARD AND
CENTRAL SQUARES)
r,
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M.I.T. HUMANITIES SERIES 1969-70
presents
Beethoven Bi-Centennial
November 23
January 11
February 15
March I

i

i

Makanowitsky-Hillyer-Parn
as String Trio
Lenox String Quartet
Balsam-Kroll-Keifetz Piano Trio
Philadelphia String Quartet

Is
All concerts at 3:00 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium. Series Tickets: $10; Single
tickets $3. Make check payable to M.I.T. Humanities Series. Send with
self-addressed, stamped envelope to Kresge Auditorium W16-026, M.I.T.,
Cambridge 02139. Or call'UN4-6900, Extension 4720.
Student Tickets $1.00.
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The Agony of the American Left
by Christopher Lasch
A leading historian cuts through the rhetoric of the current scene in an exacting
analysis of the American left in this
century. V-560 $1.95

The gs
that melted The
Coast Wm nomw mole Ba

Whispers From a Contirnent: The Literature of Contemporary Black Africa
by Wilfred Cartey
A unique description of contemporary
black African writing told with passion
and intelligence. V-569 $2.45

Sunday, Novembe3r1969
Boston Music Hall

Byzantium
The Imperial Centuries, A.D. 610-1071
by Romilly Jenkins
A rich chronicle of religious, military and
political events from the seventh through
the eleventh centuries. V-550 $2.45

Two shows,

6:15 P..

&B
9:30 P.M.

Ticket Locatiorns
Tyson Ticlet Agency; 226
Tremont Street. Hub Ticlet
Agency; 110 Stuart Street. Out of
Town Ticket Aqency; Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Music Hall
Theater Box Office; 268 Tremont
Street. For Mail Order Tickets
write:
Phtla Productions, Inc.
P.O. box2332
Boston, Mass. 02107

Choice of Action: T!e French Existentialists on the Political Front Line
by Michel-Antoine Burnier
The political and philosophical ideas of
the men who helped shape the French
Left. V-549 $1.65

Please enclose stamped selfaddressed envelope with
certified check or money order
made parable to Philia
Producetio Inc.
Ticket Prices: Orchestra, Loge S
Front Balcony $6.00
Middle Balcony $5.00
Rear Balcony $4.00
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Christmas Shopping Hours:
(Harvard Square Store Only)
Starting Fri., Nov. 28 thru Tues.,
Dec. 23rd, Coop open each
shopping night 'til 9.

i

Police Power:
Police Abuses in New York City
by Paul Chevigny
A case-by-case study of police actions
in New York City-a major contradiction
in American Society. V-551 $1.95
American Power and the New Mandarins
by-Noam Chomsky
One of the most important documents of
social criticism in the last two decades.
V-555 $2.45
British Politics in the Collectivist Age
by Samuel Beer
The concentration of power in modern
Britain and in the large corporations, the
trade unions, and the two great political
parties. V-563 Giant $2.45
Ego, Hunger and Aggression:
The Beginning of Gestalt Therapy
by F. S. Perls
This book challenges Freudian theory
and psychoanalysis in favor of a broader
method of therapy. V-558 Giant $1.95
Sketches in the Sand
:by James Reston
It is a forceful and witty book which dem.-

onstrates that James Reston is one of the
most pertinent and intelligent writers in
America. V-548 $2.45

-

Death in the Northeast: Poverty and
Revolution in the Northeast of Brazil
by Josue de Castro '
The study of a disaster-area of poverty,
drought and famine in a still-feudal
society. V-556 $1.95

2

Post-Prison Writings and Speeches
by Eldridge Cleaver
Edited by Robert Scheer
Cleaver sums up a philosophy that propelled him into leadership in the Black
Panther Party. V-567 $1.95
\Violence in America:
A Historical and Contemporary Reader
edited by Tom Rose
This volume deals with the historical development and increase of violence in
America. .- 559 $1,95
The Haunted Fitfties
by I. F. Stone
More than a portrait of a period that
failed to come to grips with its own
problems. V-547 Giant $2.45

I
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HARVARD SQUARE"'M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL- MEDICAL CENTER
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Thus the dilemma, or part of
political in nature. But an organ- I decision for a large lab, for a lab I it. An engineering school, unlike
the
But
else.
ization, unlike a linguist, cannot here or anywhere
parts of a university, must
collectively decide to do any- decision is a political one, and otherboth
ways at once. Inward,
face
engineer
top-flight
of
the kind
thing!
students and the
the
toward
to
is
it
if
lab
the
run
should
How about the leaders of this who
and outward, toward
amoral jelly which is any large do its job is not a statesman. He sciences
which are there
problems
the
the
what
on
expert
the
be
leaders
may
the
Can't
organization?
It can best
solved.
be
to
of the labs make the decision for piece of technology his group is waiting
the appliby
problems
the group-after all, the ethics working on can do. But should solve the
It can
effort.
group
of
he, can he make a good decision cation
are universal.
the
within
ethically
keep
only
in
It would be nice to think that when the problem is political
freedom
academic
of
limits
-I
I a leader could make such a L nature?
A .-

-
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a sine professor doing his research. For one thing, it has a
diffuse conscience-as an organization it cannot and hence does
not continually consider the eth4)
ical or political implications of
(Continued from page
large
a
fact,
in
what it does. Its work-designing
you must have,
laboratory doing things-things an Inner Belt, a bomb, or a
which, aI have said, affect the guidance system-may affect
hundreds or hundreds of milwell being of others on thi
lions of people. Its work, ai
planet in very direct ways.
Nor is such a lab exactly like I Prof. Chomsky has said, is often
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with-real teeth.
Set your sigtis on this: Ine computer

iIs

m,,rk, a prormising career as a computer

f-----------------~~"--"
IMr. Andrew E. Efstathiou
Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences
P.O. Box 189, Boston, Massachusetts 02199

specialist.
industry is only fifteen years old and
i
We have the only program that's excluof
worth
dollars
already there is 15 billion
Please send me additional informationon your
i
sively for college graduates. And because
computer equipment in use.
program.
we make computer equipment, we're
By 1975, thatwill double, producing .
_
I O Please set up an interview on or about
particularly well-qualified to teach you
substantial new computer benefits for
Call to confirm this date and time.
J
what computers are all about.
business and the community. AndcreatTel.
Classes are held in Wellesley, Massachu- | Name
ing more than 500,000 new computersetts, beginning every January, June and
J (College) Residence
related jobs.
September.
bright
Zip
this
for
you
State
prepare
can
I City
Honeywell
chance.
big
your
be
could
This
Year
future. You'll be able to apply computer
College
__
_ ...........
L
technology to your chosen field. Or you can -'Pounce on it. Send the coupon.
I
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[

I
J

J
|

J

The Other Computer Company:
Moneywell
I
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(Continued from page 4]
are feeble in the extreme. Yet
they are completely dependent
for support upon real political
and economic bases in the society. In any confrontation with
naked political and econoniic
power from without, the universities lose every time. Ours are
fragile institutions and can survive only with a mutually accepted principle that, whatever the
political activities of their mermbers, the universities themselves
must remain apolitical. We can
choose to have politics in the
university but as history amply
demonstrates, we cannot choose
the politics we get.
It is useful to ponder the significance of recent events.
Franklin Long was removed
from consideration as the head
of the National Science Foundation for purely political reasons. Many of the cries of
anguish over
"'poUtics in
science" came from the same
people who now push for universities taking political stands. We
are in a poor position to protest
the politicalization of scholarship since we are engaged in the
same activity.
It is the right and duty of
members of oursociety to dissent from and protest public
policy which they disapprove.
Converting the university into a
vehicle of protest may seem an
easy way of discharging that
responsibility. It is certainly
more convenient than political
action off the campus. The price
we pay by subverting the principle of political independence is

walked the rotunda of the second floor of Building 7. And in
all good faith, I must admit it
has slowly been transformed into the gaudiest showplace this
side of Coney Island.
The saga started with the
farewell gift of the Class of
1968: the purple carpet. At
least, I told myself, it hallowed
the halls and mellowed the footsteps.
Then the walls became ablaze

_ -I _-_

a

l
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L

I

with orange and aqua lghtningflashes and mad, frenzied dots of
something or .other. I prayed for
a kindred thief. I had to face the
.facts: there are no more Robin
Hoods and the poor wouldn't
take the stuff anyway.
One morning, it was the fingerprinted mobile. But then, I
saw an empty milk carton and a
banana peeling twirling around
on it. So that's what it's for, I
told myself.
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Venture:

men water
M
men
Nylon. Reverse osmosis.
Afiber that started making girls' legs more beautifulj some 30 years ago.
And a process that's been around a lot longer.
But when Du Pont scientists and engineers look
at them in a new way, they combine into an idea that
can change the world.
Reverse osmosis is a purification process that
requires no phase change. It's potentially the cheap:
est way to desalinate water.
Du Pont's innovation ? Hollow, semipermeable ny-

Appeared on the scene next,
the travelling death mask. Unfortunately, it remained static and
never went anywhere.
But the other morning as I
was coming in to work, there it
was, the straw that. broke the
camel's back, the piece de resistance of this penny arcade-the
jaundiced plow. That really
tilled the terrain for ferment and
dissent. I would remain silent no
longer.
--
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Epilogue:
'
If the 'stuff belongs to art,/
Isn't it time we returned it to
him?
d If it's decorative,/Can't it
adorn some other deprived area?
If it's meant to be functional,/Then by all means let's hang
up our coats on it.

Id

e

.fit contains some mes-

An,

sageJCan't we turn it over to
Goodwill?
C1 us
Ploryne Thenault
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Ion fibers much finer than human hair. Symmetrical,
with an outer diameter of .002 inch and a wall thickness of .0005 inch, with an accuracy-of manufacture
maintained at close to 100%. Twenty-five to 30 million
of them encased ir a precisely engineered unit 14inches in diameter by 7 feet long.
The result: a semipermeable surface area of about
85,000 square feet-the size of a 2-acre lot-and up
to 10,000 gallons of desalted water per day.
So far "Permasep"® permeators have-been used
experimentally topurify brackish and polluted water,
and invarious industrial separations. But the potential to desalt seawater, too, is there.
So Du Pont scientists and engineers are even nowworking- toward improved fibers, units and plant
designs that should make it possible to get fresh
water from salt at a price that any town or nation
can afford.
Innovation-applying.the known to discover the.
unknown, inventing new materials and putting them
to work, using research and engineering-to create
the ideas and products of the future-this is the
venture Du Pont-people are now engaged in.
For a variety of career opportunities, and a chance
to advance through many fields, talk to your Du Pont
Recruiter, Or send us the coupon.

.
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incalculable.

Sheldon Penman
Department of Biology

Gaudy showplace
To the Editor:
For some years now, I have ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
r
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It's the lowest round-trip air
fare ... and it goes right to
Luxembourg in the heart of
Europe. Daily departures.
No group restrictions. Just
spend 22 days or more in
Europe and return by May
15. Call your travel agent
NOW.
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To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES
I 630 Fifth Ave. (RockefellerCenter),l
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Du Pont Company, Room 7890, Wilmington, DE 19898
Please send me the booklets checked below.
!' Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
-' Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
-i Engineers at Du Pont
a Accounting, Data Systems, Marketing, Production
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(Continuedfrom page 3)
question, they not only know
what the question is going to be,
they choose an answer that goes
beyond what you had started to

a better response. Appalled not.
from our point of view, but
more from the apparent lassitude of apathy of the students."
He continued, "People seem to

ask."

be more concerned with what-

The actors were very disconcerted with the small audiences
to which they have been playing.
Sparer said, "I'm frankly appalled that with all the universities and colleges in this immediate area, we have not gotten

ever it is'that is keeping them at
home," than in seeing the play.
When asked about his mannerisms, in particular the slow
lighting of his pipe and the
shuffling walk, which resemble
those of Dr. Oppenheimer,

-~~~~~~~~

i

_

The
.1r plan behind Agnewppy
link liberals to radicals

Sparer replied, "I have heard this
from other people, indeed from
people who knew him quite
well. It always rather astonishes
me because I didn't set out to do
this. Rather I adopted what I
consider to be the core of Oppenheimer's personality and let
that work for me in the play."
Mr. Phalen commented that
one major difference between
this play and others that he has
done is that the actors are on
stage all the time, resulting in a
need for greater concentration
and more sustained action.
"There is a great danger and
temptation to act. It is the biggest mistake in the world to start
acting.'"

i

Tech Coop Optical
NEXT TO SPECIAL ORDER BOOKS IN-THE BOOK DEPARTMENT
Sunglasses, tailormade to your prescription in the finest of
Bausch and Lomb and American optical lenses
Quality and Service is Our Byword-Patronage Refund
Opthalmologists prescriptions are filled promptly-accurately.
Excellent selection of frames for Men, Women, Children.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:50 to 5:00-Lunch 2-3 (Closed)
Saturday, 9:20 to 1:00
Phone'491-4230, Ext. 50 or from MIT dial 8950

.....

them, "Who got us into the
war?" "Who is keeping' us

SUMMER VACATION TRIPS
New York to London
Round trip $169 - Now filling
Small deposit and payments

Send for free details
Arthur Rosenbau,

Optician

is radicals hiding their radical
politics so that liberals will not
I be scared into "reactionary" politics. Thus, to keep the anti-war

Arthur Rosenbaum, Optician
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TWA put a price on your heai
that even your parents
might agree to pay.
We're out to get you home for the
holidays. Fast.
Which is something that your parents
will probably enjoy too.
Something else they'll enjoy is our
fares for students. (Students, that is, who
are.between the ages of 12 and 21.) On a
standby basis, you'll get 40% off regular
coach fares.
Which doesn't mean you'll be flying
second class or

there?" and then suggest that
Middle America not be taken in
by Nixon's attempt to blame the
Left for their dead sons.

Another side to this problem

STUDENT GLOBE ROAMERS
Box 6575 Hollywood, Florida 33021

84 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

America's consciousness, asking

I

THE TIECH COP
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(Continued from page 8)
publicly opposed the November
while the Right greedily laps up March on Washington.
The point is we should recogevery crumb of invective from
nize the occurrences for what
Agnew.
On top of this, Nixon's they are. Personal attacks ridiscarcely veiled threat to resume culing Agnew will not convince
the bombing of North Vietnam Middle America that the attack
bodes even more ill. We might on the Left is a smoke screen for
very well see a turn towards endless war. We cannot afford to
repression at home coupled with be buried by our own liberal
escalation abroad.
snobbishness toward Agnew's
This is not to say that Nixon rantings, but must clearly see
will- succeed. The liberals have so how this is Administration strafar not taken the bait offered tegy both to split the anti-war
(like when Agnew demanded coalition and to divert Middle
that they repudiate Pham Van American's anger from the war,
Dong's letter), though people taxes, and inflation to the "trailike Harriman who "supported" tors" who support Hanoi.
the October Moratorium have
We. must keep hitting away at

-

In the MIT Student Center
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You still get all the great food and
TWA features like movies and stereo
music* But it won't cost you like it does
everyone else.
And TWA flies to nearly all the major
cities in the U.S., plus we have a special
youth fare to Hawaii.
With all that going for you, there's
only one excuse for not going honme for

coalition together,in the face of
the Administration's blasts, radical organizers of the Mobilization might choose to tone down

or even gag their own voices in
order to capture the "prestige"
of having Senators and other
"acceptable" elements join their
ranks. This just won't work. It is
no more practical than liberals
toning down their remarks about
Constitutional rights in order to
pick up fascist support. Before
long, they find themselves fascists in practice if not in their
hearts.
In short, political integrity is
one of the highest importance.
At the same time, radical dissenters ought to know what the
enemy is planning so they can
counteract it wisely instead of
flabbily spoofing it until it's too
late.

CALIFORNIA COLLEGES
PRESSURE NEWSPAPERS

anything like that.

SAC RAMENTO,

California

(LNS)-Administrators of the
California State colleg'e system
are planning to come down hard
on student newspapers.
S. I. Hayakawa has already
suspended publication of S. F.
State's Gator because of its
stand during the strike last year.
A report from Chancellor
Glenn Dumke's office recommends setting up strong controlling boards to "guard against
misuse of the principle of freedom of the press." Durnke's idea
is that if the papers have strong
"controls" they won't have to
have "censorship."
Dumke is offended by the use
of "four-letter words," nudity,
and "issues devoted in large part
to minority groups."

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

HELP WANTED! Hostess for E.E.
Department Tuesday afternoon coffee hours. Paid on hourly basis.
Contact Mr. Buammer X4643.
FOR SALE: 1966 MG 'B' Roadster.
Original owner. Only 20,000 miles.
Wire wheels. New SP41 tires. Many
extras. Family growing; must sell.
232-0643
ROOMMATE WANTED To room
with two males(MIT graduates). Central Square, Cambridge. Two bathrooms, air conditioned, wall-to-wall,
individual bedroom, seperate study,
partially furnished. 868-7232 after
7:00 pm.
GRADUATE STUDENTS LO-

CATING TEACHING JOBS Revolutionary approach. Directories of pos-

L
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itions. Deadline 1 December
Applications write: Intercept,
317 Harvard Square P.O.,
bridge, Massachusetts 02138.
868-4150
I-~~~~~~~-
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Penn wins the War as
sailorstake thirdplace
The War Memorial Trophy is
one of the most unusual trophies
in college sailing. It is a replica
of a sailing ship's wheel, and it is
now at the home of the University of Pennsylvania Sailing
Team. Four members of the MIT
varsity squad made the trip to
Annapolis to compete for the
cup. It was the first event they
attended outside of New England and the closing event of
Tech's successful fall season;
Co-captains Dave McComb and
Steve Milligan, as usual, handled
the tillers for MIT with Chuck
Wayne and Pete Nesbeda as their
crews. Accompanied by coach
Hatch Brown, they left Boston
at 11:00 on Friday night and
arrived at the Naval Academy
shortly before race time the next
morning only to find that the
temperature had dropped about
20 degrees with the wind blowing at over 20 knots. There was
ice on all the puddles. At first,
the 15-foot Skipjack sloops they
sailed seemed almost as gruesome as the weather, as both
main and jib required a twohanded grip.
MIT starts poorly
Both McComb and Milligan
took about two races to accustom themselves to the boats, so
that while Navy won the first
two races, MIT posted a poor
9-10-7-8 through the first four.
They soon discovered, however,
the way the Navy team were
handling their own boats, so that
both skippers began to finish in
the top five out of sixteen
schools. MIT's position began to
improve, too, as some of the
weaker schools began to drop
back. Even with a 12th by
McComb in the last race of the
day, MIT still appeared to be
only twelve points off the pace
according to the scoreboard.

By Buzz Moylin"Bleak, but not without
hope" were the words Coach Art
Farnham used to capsulize the
outlook for the upcoming indoor 'track season. This pessimistic forecast is not unfounded. Because almost a
dozen lettermen and talented
sophomores have elected not to
compete for the Engineers, the
squad will be suffering from an
acute lack of depth in nearly
every event. This situation is
compounded by the continued
absence of distance aces Ben
Wilson '70 and Larry Petro '70,
both plagued with lingering injuries. Thus with insult added to
injury, the prospects for a winning season are dim. However,
according to Coach Farnham it
is not out of reach. The way the
roster stands at present, the
Techmen would be favored in
only three of seven contests. The
fourth seems up for grabs, but it
will take superlative efforts on
the part of both runners and
fieldmen to win.
Without either Wilson or
Petro, Eric Darling '70 and Rich
Goldhor '72 will lead the distance contingent which includes
Larry Lasky '72, Craig Lewis
'72, Bobby Myers '72 and Larry
Klein '72. Based on the performance of the cross country
team, this will be the team's
forte.
In the middle distances cocaptain Larry Kelly '70 will
compete in the 600. Doubling in
the 600 and 1000 will be John
Rugby
Mystic 'A' 9-MIT 'A' 8
Mystic 'B' 5-MIT 'B' 3
Beacon Hill 17 -MIT 'C' 0
Saring

MIT third in War trophy

Alas, the scoreboard was as
helpful as the weather, for when
the team set out again on Sunday morning, MIT was 32 points
behind, instead. Although the
wind varied in its direction on
that second. day, the successful
boats still seemed to be those
that took the luckiest flier to
one extreme side of the course
or the other. Milligan and
McComb found the Middle Atlantic skippers a tougher lot to
start against, primarily because
of their consistent recklessness.
Unfortunately, the entire fleet
remained bunched during the
race, so that the well established
skill of the Tech crews was often
negated by bad luck.
Penn wins 6 straight
How the Pennsylvania A division skipper remained aloof
from everyone else's troubles
defies understanding, but he put
together a streak of six straight
wins that all but sewed up his
team's victory. McComb and
Milligan found it not too hard to
grind away at everyone else
through their usual consistent
sailing and moved into third
early in the morning. By afternoon, the Naval Academy was
within ten points, when Milligan
mis-steered and fouled in a late
race. This surprise enabled Cornell to overtake MIT going into
the last set, but McComb finally
won his last race to put Tech
five points back into third. Milligan hang on to drop only four
of those points, so that MIT beat
Cornell by a single point in the
final tally. Penn finished with
311, with Navy 38 points behind. McComb totalled 141, and
Milligan had 118 for a sum of
259. Coast Guard, usually
among the strongest of NEISA
teams, managed only ninth.

Buggers lose;
The Mystic rugby club came
from behind to hand Tech its
first defeat of the season by a
9-8 score. Mystic "B" also rallied
to beat Tech "B" 5-3 while
Beacon Hill crushed Tech "C"
17-0.
In the "A" game, Tech £mally

Owens'70, Chip Kimball '72, Pat
Sullivan '72, and Bill Schwartz
'72. Although Owens missed the
cross country season and will
have a difficult time getting into
shape, the middle distances will
also be one of the team's assets.
Co-captain Larry Kelly and
Eric Hoffman are MIT's hopes in
the dash. Returning lettermen
Henry Hall and Albert Lau '72
are the only high hufrdlers. Bruce
Lautenschlager '70 is the big gun
in the weight department along
with Solbrig and Mayer. However, Lautenschlager's ability to
compete could be affected by a
back injury. Other fieldmen include letterman Jim Glowienica
'71, Charles Gentry '72 and
Edwin Rich '72 in the pole
vault; George Novosielski '71,
Ty Rabe '72, and Albert Lau '72
competing in both the long and
high jump. At this writing it is
atill uncertain whether high

-

o-

I

ends

stea

ran up against a serum that was
not only a little bigger, but had
at least as much experience and
drive as well. Tech was also hurt
by a large number of penalties
called against them. The Mystic;
kicker was able to convert two
of these penalties for six of

l

Mystic's points.
Mystic opened the, scoring
with 3 points on the first. of
their penalty kicks eight minutes
into the game. But Tech came
roaring back. Dave McQueen
charged downfield under a Tech
punt and block Mystic's attemp-ted return. The ball rebounded
.betfind the Mystic backs and
McQueen quickly scooped it up,
faked past the Mystic fullback
and raced 25 yards for a try.
After a missed conversion, the
score was tied at 3-3.

Aided by the wind, Tech continued to pressure the Mystic
defense until, with ten minutes
left in the half, it paid off. A
scrum .breakthrough created a
wild loose ruck on the Mystic
two -yard line. Finally the ball
squirteld out the Mystic side of
the ruck and the fullback hurriedly tried to kick--it- out of
bounds. Instead the ball
squirmed, towards the corner of
the goal with the left wvings from
I' ,nore
D}' boxyrgg ava'
both teams in hot pursuit.
advance ball in contest against Mystic on Tech's Don Arkin dove on it
Tech ruggir strug-Weso
Saturday. All three MIT squads were dumped last weekend.
first, giving Tech the lead. Peter
Webster's conversion made the
score 8-3.

Marksmen suffer first
loss of season to CG
Friday evening at MIT the
varsity rifle team posted an escellent score of 1327 to easily
defeat Boston College, who fired
1233. This win increased the
team's record.to 5-0. Leading
the shooters to victory was Karl
Lamson '71 with an outstanding
score of 280. He was supported
by Captain Dick Evans '70 at

track outlook dim

Indoor
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jump recordholder Kirk Winges
'71 will be competing.
From a numerical standpoint
the prospects for the freshman
squad are .not much better.
Normally there is a turnout
somewhere around thirty-five.
This- year only twenty-three
freshmen are starting the season.
It is difficult to predict the
performances of the freshmen
sprinters, since there is little on
which to base an accurate prognosis. . Borden, Csere and
Turkdogan will be running the
50. In the pole vault there- are
Dave Wilson and Mark Lewandowski. Wilson is a 12'9" high
school vaulter; Lewandowski
will also join Brian Moore. to
form the weight squad. Gibbons
and Peck will lead the distance-runners which include Terry
Blumer, Jim Foran, Bill
DeCamvli, and John Pearson.
---

-

vow 3

269, Bill Swedish '71 with 266,
Eric Kraemer '71 with 259, and
Jack Chesley '71 at 253;
Friday's sweet victory was
tempered by a bitter defeat on
Saturday, as the team traveled'to
the Coast Guard Academy. Firing on the opposition's home
range, the best the MIT team
could do was a 1304, their lowest score of the season. Coast
Guard shot a 1338 to take the
honors. The scorers were Karl
Lamson at 268, Bill Swedish at
263, Captain Dick Evans with
261, and Eric Kriaemer and
Frank Leathers '72 tied up at
256.
This match was the first defeat for the MIT rifle team this
season; their record is now 5-1.

COUNCIL MaULS
IM
VARSITY IGB U
Last Wednesday's Intramural
Council meeting brought some
pressing matters to their conclusions and brought what could
be an explosively contraversial
issue to the fore.
Miss Jones allowed to play

For the rest of the first half
and the first fifteen minutes of
the second the play remained
even since neither team could
generate an offense against the
strong defenses. But disaster
struck in the form of a long
Mystic kick which took an endover-endbounce for 30 yards
before Tech fullback John Riley
could catch up to it. Before he
could kick it out of danger,
Mystic was on him. Tech support arrived quickly enough to
prevent an immediate score but
the Mystic serum pressed hard
from Tech's five yard line.
Several times Mystic won the
ball from the ruck only to have
saving tackles by Tech defenders
cause new rucks. But finally a
big Mystic forward took the ball
and crashed into the Tech goal
for the first try scored against
Tech all season. Mystic missed
the conversion, leaving Tech a
tenuous 8-6 lead.
Moments later on the
strength of several will-placed
kicks, Mystic stormed down to
the Tech 10 yard line. But this
time the Tech defense forced
Mystic back outside the 30.
Then Tech was called for a
penalty and the Mystic kicker
kicked a 35 yard field goal,
abruptly giving Mystic a 9-8
lead. Tech attempted to come
back in the closing minutes of
the game but the powerful
Mystic defense choked off all
scoring attempts.

Council president Bob
Dresser reported on the Exec.
Comm's decision that Kathy r'.
B
ci
Jones be allowed to play IM .C"I
JDC
hockey. This will set a precedent P o
as Miss Jones will be the first CL Md !. r crA
female player in IM hockey his71u
tory.

BY

It was announced that the
wrestling tournament will be
held today and tomorrow. The
finals of the swimming tournament will take place on Sunday.
'-The hockey season starts on
Sunday. The 92 IM basketball
teams will have to wait till after
Thanksgiving for the beginning I
of their season.
s'
I
Individual vs. team
et

iiD
Photo by CrigDavis

Tech high jumper clears bar as the indoor track team prepares for
upcoming winter season. With diminished turnout, the team appears
headed for a rough stretch this season.

Under new - business, the Il
council considered the eligibility
of varsity athletes for intramural
sports. There were many strong
points presented for both sides
of the questions. However, the
issue boiled down to a conflict
of the rights of the individual
-versus the rights of the team.'
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